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	You’re here! You’ve made it! Welcome to the fourth edition
	of the best-selling book on eBay business: Starting an eBay
	Business For Dummies. This is the book you need to make
	that leap from casual seller to online mogul. You’ve probably
	been on eBay for a while and have seen that there really is a
	huge opportunity to make a part- or full-time living online.
	This book will serve as your manual to get organized and get
	your eBay business launched. Here you’ll find the essential
	information — from how to handle your selling time more
	efficiently to stocking your store to the real way to set up
	your books and daily operations.


	I give you all the details about running a successful eBay
	business. I pass along not only my own experiences from 11
	years of selling on eBay and thousands of interactions with
	eBay sellers but also timesaving and moneysaving tips and
	lots of eBay secrets. There’s even information on how to use
	social media to boost your sales!
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Learning Drupal 6 Module DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a highly successful open-source Content Management System (CMS). It is well‑respected for its robustness, its flexible and immaculate code, and its seemingly infinite capacity for extension and customization.

Drupal 6, released early in 2008, represents a significant evolution in this already mature CMS. In this book, we...
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Handbook of Toxicogenomics: A Strategic View of Current Research and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Toxicogenomics is a new, dynamic and very promising field that can help optimize toxicity analyses and streamline research into active substances. It is of interest not only for basic research and development, but also from a legal and ethical perspective. Here, experts from all the fields mentioned will find solid information provided by an...
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Teach Yourself Visually WordPressVisual, 2010

	Get your blog up and running with WordPress


	Are you itching to share your thoughts with the world through blogging but aren't sure how? Teach Yourself VISUALLY WordPress introduces you to one of the most popular, easy-to-use blogging platforms: WordPress. This book's clear directions and visual approach helps you to...
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Biology (Cliffs AP) 2nd EditionCliffs Notes, 2001

	The Advanced Placement Program is designed to encourage students to take challenging courses in high school and receive college credit for their efforts. Many high schools offer classes especially designed for the AP program, but any course or program of study, whatever it is called, is appropriate if the content is college level. This book...
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Clojure High Performance Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an expert at writing fast and high performant code in Clojure 1.7.0


	About This Book

	
		Enhance code performance by using appropriate Clojure features
	
		Improve the efficiency of applications and plan their deployment
	
		A hands-on guide to designing Clojure programs to get...
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Advances in Chemical Physics, Vol. 123John Wiley & Sons, 2002

	The latest edition of the leading forum in chemical physics Edited by Nobel Prize winner Ilya Prigogine and renowned authority Stuart A. Rice.  The Advances in Chemical Physics series provides a forum for critical, authoritative evaluations in every area of the discipline. In a format that encourages the expression of individual points...
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